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To, Date: 27.04.2018

BSE Limited
‘

P.J.Towers, Dalal Street.

Mumbai-400001

Dear Sir/ Madam,

Sub: Disclosure under Regulation 10 of SEBI (Substantial Acquisition of Shares and

Takeovers) Regulations, 2011

With reference to the subject cited, please find enclosed herewith the disclosure given

by Mr. Venkata Ramana Reddy Dandu, belonging to promoter group who has acquired

9,00,000 equity shares through transfer of shares as prescribed under Regulation 10

of SEBl (Substantial Acquisition of Shares and Takeovers) Regulations, 2011.

This is for the kind information and records of the Exchange, pleasel

Thanking you.

Yours faithfully,
For Unipro Technologies Limited

D.V, Ramana Redd
Managing Director

Encl: As above

Reg. Office :5038.5th Floor, Maheshwari Chambers. Somajiguda, Hyderabad-500082.

Overseas Office: 28 Kennedy, Blvd, STE 150, East Brunswick, NJ - 08816, USA.

Ph : +9140-756 - 992 - 5116, +1732 - 665 - 6076, Email : info@unipro|td.com,
CIN : L72200TG1985PLC005615



Disclosures under Regulation 10(6) — Report to Stock Exchanges in respect of any

acquisition made in reliance upon exemption provided for in Regulation 10 of SEBl

(Substantial Acquisition of Shares and Takeovers) Regulations, 2011

1. Name of the Target Company Unipro Technologies Limited

' (TC)

2. Name of the acquirer(s) Venkata Ramana Reddy Dandu,

Name of the stock exchange BSE Limited

3. where shares of the TC are

listed

Details of the transaction It is a transfer between relatives who are promoters in the

4. including rationale, if any, for target Company.
the transfer/ acquisition of

shares.

Relevant regulation under Reg.10(1)(a)(i)
5. which the acquirer is

exempted from making open

offer.

6. Whether disclosure of Yes, disclosure of proposed acquisition was required to be

proposed acquisition was made under regulation 10 (5)

required to be made under

regulation 10 (5) and if so,

-whether disclosure was made

and whether it was made Yes, disclosure was made within the timeline specified
within the timeline specified underthe regulations.
underthe

Regulations.

- date of filing with the stock Date:20.04.2018

exchange.

1
7. Details of acquisition Disclosures made/required to be made Whether the

under regulation 10(5) disclosures under

r regulation 10(5)
are actually made

a. Name of the transferor/ 1. D. Sukrutha Reddy Yes

seller 2. D. Kaushik Reddy

b. Date of acquisition Date: 27.04.2018 Yes



Number of shares/ voting Sl.no Name of No. of shares

rights in respect of the the person to be

acquisitions from each acquired Yes

person mentioned in 7(a) 1 D. Sukrutha 3,00,000

above Reddy

2 D. Kaushik 6,00,000

Reddy

Total shares proposed to 9,00,000 Shares Yes

be acquired / actually 17.79%

acquired as a % of diluted

share capital of TC

Price at which shares are Nil (Transfer of shares is among Yes

proposed to be acquired/ relatives as a gift in nature)

actually acquired

Shareholding details Pre—Transaction Post-Transaction

No. of shares % w.r.t Total No. of % w.r.t total

held share capital shares Share capital

of TC Held of TC

Each Acquirerl
Transferee(*)

D. Venkata Ramana Reddy 2,67,370 4.39 11,67,370 19.18

Each Seller/Transferor

1. D.Sukrutha Reddy
5.31 23320 0.38

323,320

2. D.Kaushik Reddy 6,135,300 10.44 35300 0.58

Place: Hyderabad
Date: 27.04.2018

- Note:

Venkata Ramana Reddy Dandu

- (*) Shareholding of each entity shall be shown separately and then collectively in a

group.

- The above disclosure shall be signed by the acquirer mentioning date & place. In

case, there is more than one acquirer, the report shall be signed either by all the

persons or by a person duly authorized to do so on behalf of all the acquirers.


